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A
AAERs. See Accounting and Enforcement Releases
ABAR. See Accredited in Business Appraisal Review
Absolute value model, 469–470, 517
Abuse
of access privileges, 262
of company credit cards and expense accounts, 260–261
of depositions, 126, 127–129
of expert witness, 200–201
ABV. See Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV) credential
AccessData, 319, 328–332
Accidental fraud detection, 220
According-to-rule benefits, 540
Accountant-client privilege, 89, 90
Accounting and Enforcement Releases (AAERs), 399n5
Accounting and Review Services Committee, 20, 29
Accounting information skills, 7, 13–14
Accounts receivables fraud, 258–259, 405
Accredited in Business Appraisal Review (ABAR), 13
Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV) credential, 10
Accredited Valuation Analysts (AVA), 13
Accrued expenses, failure to record, 407
Accusing a suspect, 239
ACFE. See Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
ACL Services Ltd, 335
Acquisitions, concealed assets in, 291
Actimize Integrated Fraud Management, 222
Action in replevin, 70
Acts discernible, 41
Adequate privilege log, 93–94
Adjusted net asset method, 517
Administered arbitration, 163
Administrative issues, planning for engagement, 197
Administrative Office of U.S. Courts, 135
Admissibility
authentication and, 104–106
of documents, 103–104
of evidence, 85, 87, 88, 97–106
of expert testimony, 97–98, 147, 455
of hearsay, 98–101, 102
of impeachment evidence, 104
inadmissible evidence, 73–74
motions in limine, 145–146
Admission of conspirators, 99–101
Admission-seeking questions, for fraud suspect, 237
Adoptive admission, 99
ADR. See Alternative dispute resolution
Advanced forensics skills, 325–326, 334–335
Adversary testimony privilege, 95
Adverse interest threat, 25
Advertising, false, misleading, or deceptive, 35, 37
Advocacy threat, 25
Affidavit, 185
Affiliated directors, 422
Affirmative defense, 64
Aggravated identity theft, 265
AICPA. See American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Aiding and abetting, 565–566
Alaskan method, for future loss calculation, 458
Alimony, 379–381
Allegations of wrongdoing, 55
Allowance for doubtful accounts, 405, 409
Alternative dispute resolution (ADR), 160–168
abuses of discovery and, 160–161
accounting litigation support practice and, 165
advantages and disadvantages, 162–163
arbitration, 10, 161–165, 166–167, 359
corporate programs, 167–168
defined, 161
as forensic accounting service, 10
of marital disputes, 359
mediation, 10, 161, 162, 163, 164–166, 359
online dispute resolution, 165, 167
summary, 169
Amazon Redshift, 346
Amended complaint, 63
American Arbitration Association, 163, 165
American Bar Association, Model Rule 4.4(b), 93
American College of Trial Lawyers Task Force on Discovery, 121
American court system, 57–59
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
See also Code of Professional Conduct
application of standards, 192
bodies, committees, and boards, 20
disciplinary procedures, 37–39
expulsion of member, 40
Professional Ethics Executive Committee (PEEC), 21, 37–39
required membership, 148
trial board, 33
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), pronouncements
Auditing Standards. See AU-C section
Bylaws of the AICPA. See BL section
Practice Aids. See Practice Aids
Statement on Auditing Standards (SASs), 29
Statement on Standards for Consulting Services (SSCSs), 29. See also SSCS No.
Statement on Standards for Valuation Services (SSVSs), 29. See also SSVS No.
American Institute (continued)
   Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services (SSARSs), 29
   Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAEs), 29
American Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN), 339
American Society of Appraisers (ASA), 12, 42, 44
American Society of Appraisers Educational Foundation (ASAEF), 12
American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD), 320–321
American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors/Laboratory Accreditation Board (ASCLD/LAB), 320–321
Amobi v. D.C. Department of Corrections, 93
Annuity, 374, 376
Answer or response phase in civil trials, 63–64, 184
Anthony, Casey, murder case, 324
Anti-kickback statute, 549–551, 552
Anti-money-laundering (AML) laws, 271, 552–563
Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (1996), 553–554
Appeals
   in criminal trials, 76
   jurisdiction, 70
Appellate federal court, 58, 68, 70, 76
Applicable financial reporting framework, 4
Appointment process, expert witness, 152
Apportionment of property, divorce cases, 365
Appraisal Foundation, 42
Arbitration, 10, 161–165, 166–167, 359
ARIN. See American Registry for Internet Numbers
Arraignment, 73
Arrest, 71
ASA. See American Society of Appraisers
ASAEF. See American Society of Appraisers Educational Foundation
ASCLD. See American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors
ASCLD/LAB. See American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors/Laboratory Accreditation Board
Ashland Management, Inc. v. Janien, 82 N.Y.2d 385 (1993), 454n21
Assessment questions, for fraud suspect, 236–237
Asset approach to business valuation, 489–492, 504
   application of, 517
   cost approach, 490–492
   defined, 470
   methodologies, 490
   practical considerations, 490
   summary, 492
   unrecorded liabilities, 492
   when to use, 489
Asset misappropriation schemes, 257–262
   abuse of company credit cards and expense accounts, 260–261
   accounts receivables fraud, 258–259, 405
   bankruptcy-related, 290–293
   cash transmission schemes, 254, 258
   defined, 254
   expenditure cycle frauds, 259–262
   in financial statement fraud, 413
   goodwill and, 406–407
   kiting, 406
   lapping, 406
   misclassification of expenses as assets, 407
   Ponzi schemes, 295, 324, 406
   production cycle frauds, 262
   revenue cycle frauds, 257
   sales skimming schemes, 257–258, 293, 409
   theft of company checks, 261, 264
   unauthorized payments, 261
   understatement of bases, 406–407
Assets. See also Business valuation
   in divorce settlements. See also Marital property
      concealment of, 290, 300, 382–386, 407, 412, 413
      identification of, 368–369
      normalization of compensation, 373
      tax consequences of asset distribution, 366–367
      valuation and quantification of, 369–378
   equity risk premium (ERP), 479–482, 514
on financial statements
   concealment of misappropriations, 412, 413
   intangible asset, 468, 491
   misstatement of, 396, 399, 405–407
   financing of, 474–475
   intangible assets, 468, 489, 491, 516
   loss of value damages, 453
   non-operating assets, 515
   prices of, 485, 491, 515
   risk-free, 477, 479
   valuation of, 470–471, 477–484, 490
   value of, 517
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE)
   Code of Conduct, 42
   expert witness qualifications, 148
   regulation of Certified Fraud Examiner credentials, 42
   Report to the Nations on Occupational Fraud and Abuse, 12
Assumptions, planning for engagement, 198
Assumptions and limiting conditions of valuation, 523–524
AT-C section 215, Agreed-Upon Procedures Engagements, 31
Attachments, 69
Attestation services, 5, 29, 34–35, 190
Attorney-client privilege
   discovery and, 118–120
   evidence and, 89–95
   fraud investigations, 225
   interrogatories, 124
   waiver by self-reporting, 425
   work product exception, 89, 91–95, 118–119, 120, 124, 125, 131, 134, 135, 191, 315, 358
AU-C section 240, Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit, 220, 221, 240, 255
AU-C section 915, Reports on Application of Requirements of an Applicable Financial Reporting Framework, 41–42
Audit and auditing
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computer-assisted tools and techniques, 7, 334–335
of crime labs, 321
data analytics in, 344
debtor audit program, 303–304
as forensic accounting skill set, 7, 325–326
forensic accounting vs., 4–5, 13, 326, 344, 395–396
fraud detection, 220
information systems auditing, 326
Audit committee, 422–423, 535–536
Audit management systems, 222
Audit opinion, 4
Auditing Standards Board, 20, 29
AuditMyBooks, 222
Authentication of evidence, 87, 104–106
Authoritative guidance, 19–43. See also Code of Professional Conduct; Professional ethics and responsibilities
authoritative regulatory bodies, 42
bodies designated by American Institute of Certified Accountants, 20–21
Code of Professional Conduct as, 187, 250
professional responsibilities, 42–43
Authoritative interpretations, business valuation, 521–522
Automatic disclosure, 119, 120
AVA. See Accredited Valuation Analysts
Averment, 64
Avoided costs, lost profits measurement, 447
Awards, calculation and distribution of, 187
AwStats, 340

B
Background investigations, in financial statement misrepresentation, 415
Bad debt expense, 405
Bail, 72
Balance billing fraud scheme, 264
Bank accounts, locating hidden accounts, 384
Bank and brokerage statements, investigating concealed assets, 291
Bank fraud, 269, 271, 534
Bank Secrecy Act (BSA), 271, 552–553
Bank statements, 291, 368
Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act, 303
Bankruptcy and related frauds, 285–305
adversarial proceedings in bankruptcy, 290
Chapter 7 bankruptcy, 286, 290, 292, 303
Chapter 8 Trustee Bank Account Review and Reconciliation Procedures, 303
Chapter 9 bankruptcy, 286
Chapter 11 bankruptcy, 286
Chapter 12 bankruptcy, 286, 303
Chapter 13 bankruptcy, 286, 290, 303
Chapter 15 bankruptcy, 286
debts not discharged, 288
defined, 285–287
divorce fraud vs. bankruptcy fraud, 299–300
documents accompanying filing, 288
estates and trust administration vs. bankruptcy fraud, 300–302
fraud and abuse investigation
bleed-out schemes, 287–288, 294–295
bust-out schemes, 287–288, 293–294
civil actions available to fight fraud, 297
concealed assets, 290–293
debtor-creditor collusive schemes, 296–297
discovery rules, 288
fraudulent conveyances, 287–288, 293, 297
health care fraud schemes, 296
investor fraud schemes, 295–296
IRS case files, 298–299
legal processes for investigations, 302–303
multiple filing schemes, 287–288
occurrence of, 285
petition mills, 287–288
straw buyer and fictitious bidder schemes, 297
types of, 287–288
U.S. Trustee Program involvement in investigating, 303–304
generic bankruptcy process, 289–290
penalty for, 287
role of forensic accountant, 10, 285
summary, 304–305
Bankruptcy Appellate Panel (BAP), 285
Barnett v. Aultman Hospital, 93
Basic digital forensics, 325–326, 334
Bates numbers, 231
Bearer stock certificates, in money laundering, 270
Before-and-after methodologies, lost profits damages, 445
Belcher v. Bassett Furniture, 588 F. 2d 904 (4th Cir. 1978), 130n71
Benchmark (yardstick) methodologies, lost profits damages, 445
Benford analysis, fraud detection, 223
Best evidence, 102–103
Beyond a reasonable doubt, 75
Bid rigging and kickbacks, 254, 256–257, 259, 264, 409, 549–551, 552
Big data, working with, 344–347
Bill-and-hold transactions, 404–405
Bill of Rights, 71
Binding arbitration, 163, 359
Bit-stream copies, 342
Bl.
section 220, Requirements for Admission to Membership, 31
section 740, Disciplining of Member by Trial Board, 38
violations, 38, 39
Black Eagles organized crime group, 323
Black-Scholes option-pricing model, 377
Blackmail, 534
Blagojevich public corruption case, 318, 324
Board of Accountancy, 33
Board of directors, 422, 535–536
Business partners, 107
Burden of production, 107
Burden of persuasion, 66
Build-up model, 479–482
BTK serial killer case
BSA. See Bank Secrecy Act
Build-up model, 479–482
Burden of persuasion, 66, 106–107
Burden of production, 107
Burden of proof, 106–107
Burglary, 533
Business goodwill, 372
Business litigation. See Commercial litigation
Business opportunities, as motivation for fraud, 412
Business partners, frauds from, 255
Business valuation, 467–525
adjustments to, 493–494, 513
approaches, 470–492
asset approach, 489–492, 504
application of, 517
cost approach, 490–492
defined, 470
methodologies, 490
practical considerations, 490
summary, 492
unrecorded liabilities, 492
when to use, 489
assumptions and limiting conditions, 523–524
authoritative interpretations, 521–522
date of valuation, 520
defined, 468, 470
economic cash flow and earnings, 515
engagement terms in valuation projects, 523–525
as forensic accounting skill set, 7
as forensic accounting subspecialty, 10
general valuation models, 469–470, 517
history, 467–468
hypothetical conditions, 525
income approach, 470–485, 504
application of, 505–514
for assets, 490
build-up model, 479–482
capital asset pricing model (CAPM), 477–482
components, 472–484
constant growth model, 505–507, 517
cost of capital, 476–484, 513–514
defined, 470
discounted cash flow (DCF) model, 469, 470–471, 505–509
diversification benefits, 477–478
equity risk premium (ERP), 479–482, 514
firm-specific risk, 482
firm valuation, 508–509
fractional interests in firms, 510–513
future cash flow amounts, 472, 475–476, 484, 515, 516
interest rate, 473–475, 476
market approach vs., 486
modified CAPM, 479
principles, 471–472
risk-free rate, 479, 513–514
size premium, 478
summary, 484–485, 517
timing of cash flows, 473
total cost of capital, 482–484
unique risk, 478, 482
industry and economy effects on value, 519
intangible assets, 468, 489, 491, 516
legal issues, 520
linking models, approaches, and methods, 505, 517
market approach, 485–488, 504, 517
application of, 514–515
for assets, 490
comparable firms, choosing, 485, 486, 487–488, 514–515
cost approach vs., 491
defined, 470
income approach vs., 486
observing prices, 487–488
scaling prices with price multiples, 486–487
summary, 488
theory, 486
models, 469–470
non-operating assets, 515
pass-through tax entities, 492, 516
premises of value, 519
present value, 469. See also Present value
process of, 504–505
reporting, 504, 521, 522–523
shareholder agreements’ effect on value, 519
standards of practice, 468, 520–522
standards of value, 517–519
summary, 494–495, 525
traditional accounting vs., 468
Businesses, investigating for concealed assets, 291–293
Bust-out schemes, 287, 293–294
But-for condition, 439, 440, 448–450
But-for profits, 440
But-for sales and profits, 445
Buy-sell agreements, 373

C
CAAP. See Court-annexed arbitration program
CAATT. See Computer-assisted auditing tools and techniques
Calculation engagement, 43, 190, 521
Capital asset pricing model (CAPM), 477–482
build-up model, 479–482
diversification, 477–478
equity risk premium (ERP), 479–482
modified CAPM, 479
risk-free interest rate, 479
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size premium, 478–479
unique risk, 477, 478
Capital markets, 474, 484
Capital structure, 474
Capitalization of benefits method, 517
Capitalization rate, 505
Capitalized cash flow model, 505–506
Career risk, for expert witnesses, 193
CART. See Computer Analysis Response Team
Case management changes to improve discovery, 135
CaseWare Analytic, 335
Cash-flow insolvency, 286
Cash flow method in lost profits damages, 441–444
Cash flows
amounts of future cash flows, 472, 475–476, 484, 515, 516
capitalized cash flow model, 505–506
defined, 515
discounted cash flow (DCF) model, 469, 470–471, 505–509
economic cash flow and earnings, 515
in income approach to valuation, 470, 472–475
industry and economic effects on value, 505, 519
misrepresentation of items, 409
timing of cash flows, 473
Cash transmission schemes, 254, 258. See also Asset
misappropriation schemes
Caucsing, in mediation, 359
Causation, in civil litigation, 438, 454
CCH TeamMate, 222
CEO. See Chief executive officer (CEO)
Certifications, 10–13, 372
Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE), 12, 148
Certified in Financial Forensics (CFF) credential, 10
Certified in Risk and Information Systems Control (CRISC) credential, 12
Certified Information Security Manager (CISM), 12
Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA), 12, 326
Certified Public Accountant (CPA), credentials, 148. See also American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Certified Valuation Analyst (CVA), 13
CFE. See Certified Fraud Examiner
CFF. See Certified in Financial Forensics (CFF) credential
CFO. See Chief financial officer
Chain of custody, 105, 317, 342
Channel stuffing, 403–404
Chapter 7 bankruptcy, 286, 290, 292, 303
Chapter 8 Trustee Bank Account Review and Reconciliation Procedures, 303
Chapter 9 bankruptcy, 286
Chapter 11 bankruptcy, 286
Chapter 12 bankruptcy, 286, 303
Chapter 13 bankruptcy, 286, 290, 303
Chapter 15 bankruptcy, 286
Charitable organization schemes, 296
Check laundering, 258
Check washing, 257–258
Chief executive officer (CEO), as element of strong corporate governance, 423
Chief financial officer (CFO), as element of strong corporate governance, 423
Child pornography cases, 325
Child support, 381–382
CIA. See Confidentiality, integrity, and availability
Circumstantial evidence, 85–86, 107
CISA. See Certified Information Systems Auditor
CISM. See Certified Information Security Manager
Civil procedure, 59–70. See also Economic damages; Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP)
American court system, 57–59
bankruptcy fraud, 297–298
class action suits, 65
definitions, 55–56, 57
forensic accounting services for, 184–187
parties, 64–65
in personal jurisdiction, 57
racketeering cases, 535
steps in litigation
appeals, 70
defendant’s response, 63–64
discovery, 117–137
filing a complaint, 59
intervention, 61–62
joinder of claims, 59–61
moving the action forward, 62–63
post-trial motions, 67–68
remedies, 68–70
res judicata doctrine, 70
trial, 65–66
verdicts and judgments, 66–67
summary, 76–77
Claim preclusion, 70
Class action suits, 65
Clear and convincing evidence, 66
Client interest, 41, 190
Clients, understanding and communication with, 40
CMI. See Current monthly income
Co-conspirator, admissible admissions, 99–100
COBIT. See Control objective for information and related technology
Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (IESBA code), 41–42
Code of Professional Conduct, 21–38
acts discreditable, 31–32
advertising, 35, 37
applicable ET sections, 27–37
application of, 21, 30
application to members, 24
as authoritative guidance, 187, 520
citation of, 23–24
compliance with standards, 29–31
confidential information, 33–34
contingent fees, 32–33
corresponding rule numbers used prior to and after December 15, 2014, 22
Code of Professional (continued)

disciplinary procedures, 37–38

ET section
1.000.010, “Conceptual Framework for Members in Public Practice, of ET Section 1.000.010, Professional Standards,” 25
1.000.020.04, “Ethical Conflicts,” 24, 26
1.100.001, “Integrity and Objectivity Rule,” 23, 25, 27, 42, 190, 360
1.110.010, “Conflict of Interest,” 27
1.200.001, “Independence Rule,” 34–35, 190
1.265.010, “Cooperative Arrangements with Attest Clients,” 34
1.295.040, “General Requirements for Performing Nonattest Services,” 35
1.300.001, “General Standards Rule,” 28–29, 42, 190, 360
1.310.001, “Compliance with Standards Rule,” 29, 33
1.320.001, “Accounting Principles Rule,” 33
1.400.001, “Acts Discreditable Rule,” 31–32
1.400.240, “Use of Confidential Information From Nonclient Sources,” 34
1.510.001, “Contingent Fee Rule,” 32–33
1.600.001, “Advertising and Other Forms of Solicitation Rule,” 35
1.600.010, “False, Misleading, or Deceptive Acts in Advertising or Solicitations,” 35
1.800.001, “Form of Organization and Name Rule,” 24
100, Consulting Services: Definitions and Standards, 4, 42

Ethics Rules
No. 1.000.010, Conceptual Framework for Members in Public Practice, of ET section 1.000.010, Professional Standards, 24, 25
No. 1.000.020.04, Ethical Conflicts, of ET section 1.000.020.04, Professional Standards, 24, 26
No. 1.100.001, Integrity and Objectivity Rule, of ET section 100, Professional Standards, 25, 27, 42, 190, 360
No. 1.110.010, Conflict of Interest, of ET section 110, Professional Standards, 27
No. 1.200.001, Independence Rule, of ET section 200, Professional Standards, 34–35, 190
No. 1.265.010, Cooperative Arrangements with Attest Clients, of ET section 295, Professional Standards, 34
No. 1.295.040, General Requirements for Performing Nonattest Services, of ET section 295, Professional Standards, 35
No. 1.295.140, Definitions of ET section 295 of Professional Standards, 34, 181–182
No. 1.300.001, General Standards Rule, of ET section 300, Professional Standards, 28–29, 42, 190, 360
No. 1.310.001, Compliance with Standards Rule, of ET section 310, Professional Standards, 29, 33, 42
No. 1.320.001, Accounting Principles Rule, of ET section 320, Professional Standards, 33
No. 1.400.001, Acts Discreditable Rule, of ET section 400, Professional Standards, 31–32
No. 1.510.001, Contingent Fee Rule, of ET section 510, Professional Standards, 32–33
No. 1.600.001, Advertising and Other Forms of Solicitation Rule, of ET section 600, Professional Standards, 35
No. 1.600.010, False, Misleading, or Deceptive Acts in Advertising or Solicitations of ET section 600, Professional Standards, 35
No. 1.700.001, Confidential Client Information, of ET section 700, Professional Standards, 32–34
No. 1.700.001, Confidential Client Information Rule, of ET section 700, Professional Standards, 27–28
No. 1.800.001, Form of Organization and Name Rule, of ET section 800, Professional Standards, 24

“General Standards Rule,” 28–29

organization of, 21–24

response to ethical conflicts, 26–27

sections of, 21

standards compliance, 29

states CPA society codes compared to, 39

terminology, 24

threats to compliance, 25–26

threats to independence, 35–37

violations, 37–39

Collaborative law, 359

Collusion, fraud schemes and, 263

Colombian criminal enterprise case, 323

Commercial fraud detection systems, 222

Commercial goodwill, 372

Commercial litigation, 440–456

avoided costs in lost profits measurements, 447

ex ante and ex post approaches to lost profits, 450–453

extra out-of-pocket costs, 453

general damage models, 445–447

income and cash flow methods for lost profits damages, 441–444

intellectual property, damages to, 455–456

legal principles related to lost profits damages, 454–455

length of damage period, 444

loss of value damages, 453

lost profits damages, 441–456

mitigation, 454

practical constraints limiting losses, 448, 449

taxes on business damages, 452–453

time value of money in lost profits damages, 448–450

unestablished businesses, 453

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO), 217, 398n3, 399, 536

Communication

with client, 41, 190, 191

with counsel in litigation, 197

as essential for forensic accounting, 3
Cost of capital (continued)
   risk-free interest rate, 479
   size premium, 478–479
   total cost of capital, 482–484
   unique risk, 477, 478
Cost of debt capital, 475, 476, 483, 484
Cost of equity capital, 475–479, 480, 482, 483, 484
Cost-plus billing, 264
Cost theory of value, 490
Counsel. See Attorney-client privilege
Counterclaim, 64, 362
Counterterrorism case, digital forensics in, 324
Court-annexed arbitration program (CAAP), 163
Court-appointed expert, 152–153, 193, 359
Court cases. See specific cases by name
Courtney Haynes sexual assault case, 325
Covenant not to compete, 373
Cover-up motivation for fraud, 413, 414
Covered member, threats to independence of, 34
Coverture fraction, 378
CPA. See Certified Public Accountant
CPR International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution, 167
Credentials
   CPA, 148
   expert witness, 147
   forensic accountant, 10, 12, 13
   fraud examiner, 42
Credit card bust-outs, 294
Credit card fraud, 260–261, 324, 535
Credit card statement, in matrimonial forensics, 369
Credit fraud, 265
Credit reports, 291, 384
Creditors’ committees, Chapter 11 bankruptcy, 303
Crime scene forensics, 317, 341–342
Criminal behavior, fraud in matrimonial engagements as, 382
Criminal litigation, 71
Criminal procedure, 71–76. See also Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure (FRCP); Fraud-related laws
   exemptions to search warrant requirement, 74
   forensic accounting services for, 187–191
   privileges against self-incrimination, 96
   rights of the defendant, 71, 75
   steps in, 71–76
   appeals, 76
   arraignment, 73
   arrest, 71
   booking, 71
   first appearance, 72
   grand jury indictment or information, 72–73
   post-conviction remedies, 76
   preliminary hearing, 72
   pretrial motions, 73–75
   sentencing, 76
   trial, 75
   summary, 77
Criminalist (forensic scientist), 317, 318, 319–320
Criminology skills, 7

CRISC. See Certified in Risk and Information Systems Control (CRISC) credential
Cross-examination
   challenge of expert witness, 147, 156
   of expert witness, 158–159
   Federal Rules of Evidence limitations, 104
   impeachment of witness during, 104
   opposing counsel tactics, 187
   unavailability of witness and, 98
Cross-sectional analysis, 505
Currency and Foreign Transactions Act, 271
Currency structuring, in money laundering, 269
Currency Transaction Report (CTR), 271, 553
Current monthly income (CMI), 286
Curriculum Vitae (CV), 199
Curtilage, 231
Customer fraud, 255, 264
Cut-off of sales, improper, 401
CVA. See Certified Valuation Analyst

D
Damage experts, role in litigation cases, 438
Damage measurements, 450, 459
Damage period, length of, 444
Damages, 69, 437–438. See also Economic damages
Data analysis, for valuation, 505
Data analytics and big data, 344–347
Data collection, for valuation, 505
Data fusion, 346
Data interception, 335
Data joining, 346
Data mart, 346
Data mining platforms, 222
Data theft, vector of attack in electronic systems, 263
Data warehouses, 346
Daubert hearings, 98
DCF. See Discounted cash flow (DCF) model
DDoS attack. See Distributed denial of services (DDoS) attack
Dead man’s statutes, 97
Debt
   bad debt expense, 405
   in bankruptcy, 288, 296–297
   bond covenant compliance as fraud motivation, 412
   cost of debt capital, 475, 476, 483, 484
   in divorce cases, 366, 369
Debt financing, 484
Debt-to-equity ratio, 412
Debtor audit program, 303–304
Debtor-creditor collusive schemes, 296–297
Deceptive behavior, 31
Declarations, 185
Decree of specific performance, 69
Dedicated departments, fraud detection by, 221
Defalcation. See Skimming
Default risk, 474
Defendant
constitutional rights, 71, 74, 75, 76, 104, 229, 315–316, 555
divorce cases, 360
pleadings allowed, 63
response in civil litigation, 63–64
Deferred compensation, valuation in divorce cases, 367
Deferred compensation plans, valuation in divorce proceeding, 376
Deficit Reduction Act (2005), 549
Defined benefit pension plans, valuation in divorce proceeding, 374
Defined contribution pension plans, valuation in divorce proceeding, 374–375
Degrees, valuation of, 372
Deleted record recovery, 333
Deloitte Financial Advisory Services, LLP, 165
Demonstrative evidence, 86–87
Denial of services (DOS) attacks, 336
Department of Justice (DOJ), 287, 425, 540–542, 544
Dependency exemption, to noncustodial parent, 382
Deponent, 124
Depositions
abuse of, 126, 127–129, 157
designee testimony, 126
in discovery phase, 117, 186
in divorce cases, 365
errors in, 126
expert witness, 154–156
objectives of opposing attorneys, 155–156
preparing for, 157
subpoenas, 124–125, 157
summary of, 127
termination of, 126
uses of, 126
in writing, 127
Derived document evidence, 232
Descriptive data analytics, 345
Designated alternate payee, 375
Designee testimony, 126
Detective or investigator, computer forensics, 318
DHCP. See Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
Diagnostic data analytics, 345
Digital forensics, 313–348
advanced digital forensics, 325–326, 334–335
basic digital forensics, 325–326, 334
basic vs. advanced skills, 325–326
computer-assisted audit tools and techniques, 335
crimes investigated, 323–325
crimes investigated, 323–325
data analytics and big data, 344–347
defined, 313
digital forensics labs, 320–321
education, training, and qualifications, 319–320
testimony, 320
enterprise resource planning (ERP), 7
forensic accounting skill set, 7
forensic laboratories, 320–321
general knowledge and skills requirements, 317–320
crimes investigated, 323–325
crimes investigated, 323–325
demonstrative evidence, 86–87
denial of services (DOS) attacks, 336
department of justice (DOJ), 287, 425, 540–542, 544
dependency exemption, to noncustodial parent, 382
depositions, 126
errors in, 126
expert witness, 154–156
objectives of opposing attorneys, 155–156
preparing for, 157
subpoenas, 124–125, 157
summary of, 127
termination of, 126
uses of, 126
in writing, 127
derived document evidence, 232
descriptive data analytics, 345
Designated alternate payee, 375
Designee testimony, 126
detective or investigator, computer forensics, 318
DHCP. See Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
diagnostic data analytics, 345
digital forensics, 313–348
advanced digital forensics, 325–326, 334–335
basic digital forensics, 325–326, 334
basic vs. advanced skills, 325–326
computer-assisted audit tools and techniques, 335
crimes investigated, 323–325
crimes investigated, 323–325
data analytics and big data, 344–347
defined, 313
digital forensics labs, 320–321
Discovery (continued)
  initial disclosure, 119–120
  interrogatories, 117, 122–124, 127, 185, 362
  mandatory disclosure, 118–120
  relevant information, 118, 119
  requests for
    admission, 132–133
    electronically stored information, 129–131
    entrance onto land, 129–131
    physical or mental examinations, 131–132
    production of documents, 129–131
    tangible items, 129–131
  rule 26(f) conference, 120
  sequence of, 119–120
  standards, 118–119
  summary, 136–137
  tools of, 133
Discreditable acts, 31–32
Dismiss case, 64
Dispute participant, forensic accountant's role as, 162
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  safeguards for, 95
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Economic damages, 437–460
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Economic espionage, 336
Economic extortion, 254
Economic law of demand, 490
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safeguards for, 94–95
Electronic dispute resolution. See Online dispute resolution
Electronic surveillance, 417
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discovery of, 121–122
requests for production, 129–131
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Embezzlement, 226, 406, 411, 533
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Employer fringe benefits, 457
Employment discrimination, 457, 459
EnCase (software), 320, 328
End-point monitoring, 339
Enforcement of judgments, 68
Engagement and practice management, 181–202
engagement management, 191–197
accepting the engagement, 193, 360
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genagement letters, 194–197, 358, 523
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understanding with client, 193
practice development
abuse and unreasonable demands, 200–201
expert liability, 200
expert’s Curriculum Vitae, 199
marketing, 198–199
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cost of equity capital, 475–479, 480, 482, 483, 484
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Equity risk premium (ERP), 479–482, 514
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concealed assets, 291
fraud in administration of, 300–302
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345, 346
Evaluative mediation, 164
Evidence, 85–108. See also Federal Rules of Evidence (FRE)
admissibility of, 73–74, 85, 87, 88, 97–106
authentication, 87, 104–106
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burden of production, 107
burden of proof, 106–107
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chain of custody maintenance, 105, 317, 342
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clear and convincing evidence, 66
collection of, 189, 225, 228–239, 334–335, 341–342
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cross-examination, 104
demonstrative, 86–87
digital forensics, 315, 325, 341–343, 416
digital forgeries, 233
direct, 85–86, 107
direct examination, 104
documentation of, 341
factual proposition and substantive law, 88
forensic science and, 86
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hearsay, 98–101, 102
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interview, 234–239
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law of, 85
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physical, 86, 231, 417
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privileges, 88–96
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Kovel, 90–92, 94–95
law enforcement, 96
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psychologist-patient privilege, 95
against self-incrimination, 96
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social media, 105–106
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Ex ante approach, for prejudgment interest on lost profits, 450–452
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Exclusionary rule, 74
Executor of estate, 300–301
Expected future cash flows, 472, 484
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Expert liability, 200
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Expert testimony
admissibility of, 97–98, 147, 455
for arbitration, 165
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disclosure, 120, 153–160
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- earnings management vs., 397–398
- investigation techniques, 409, 414, 415–421
- perpetrators, 410–414
- prevention best practices, 422–424
- red flags and risk factors, 414–415
- unintentional errors vs. fraud, 396–397

SEC investigations, 424

Summary, 426–427

Financial statements

- auditing of, 326
- normalization adjustment for assets on, 373
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Financing capacity, as practical constraint limiting losses, 448
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Firm-specific risk, 477, 478
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Foreign officials, 425, 541–542
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- alternative dispute resolution services, 165
- as arbitrator, 162
- assessing merits of case, 193
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- digital forensics role, 314–315, 318, 325–326, 345
- divorce case role, 358–359, 365
- medical damages litigation role, 438
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- fraud prevention, detection, and response, 215–241
- fraud schemes and applications, 253–274
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- matrimonial forensics, 357–387

procedure and process, 55–137
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- summary, 13
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Fraud prevention, detection, and response, 215–241. See also Fraud-related laws; Fraud schemes and applications
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- fraud triangle, 220, 255, 410–414
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- summary, 240–241
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  - Corruption fraud, 254, 256–257, 260–261, 318, 324
  - Credit card fraud, 260–261, 324, 535
  - Defined, 533–534
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  - False identification fraud, 534
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    - Perpetrators, 410–414
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  - Summary, 273–274
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  - Wire fraud, 534

Fraud theory approach to investigation, 229–230, 340

Fraud triangle, 220, 255, 410–414

Fraudsters, 410–414
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  - Motivation, 411–414
  - Opportunity, 220, 255, 410–411
  - Personality profile, 218, 255–256
  - Rationalizations, 220, 255, 256, 414
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Fruit of the poisonous tree, 74

Frye standard, 148

Frye test, 97
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FTK software, 328–332
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Future cash flows, amounts of, 472, 475–476, 484, 515, 516

Future losses
  - Individual litigation, 458
  - Lost profits damages, 440, 444, 449–450

Future values, lost profits damages, 444
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GAAP. See Generally accepted accounting principles

Gambling, money laundering and, 270

Garnishment order, 70

GAS. See Generalized audit software
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  - Before-and-after methodologies, 445
  - Market share methodologies, 445–446
  - Underlying contract methodologies, 446
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Google Big Query, 346

Gordon growth model, 505n1

“Gotcha” documents, 334
Government retirement plans, 374–375
Governmental Accounting Standards Board, 20
Grand jury, 72–73, 96, 189
Greed, as motivation for fraud, 412–413
Grey directors, 422
Gross negligence, financial statement misrepresentations, 397
Grounds for new trial, 68
Guidance Software, 320, 328
Guideline public company method, 517

Implied equity risk premium, 480n2
Handbook for Chapter 7 Panel Trustees, 303
Identiti
Improper accounting of transactions or events, 398
Impaired earnings, 45
Improper purchases, 259–260
Improper revenue recognition, 399–405
Improper write-offs, 259
In-house fraud detection system, developing, 222–223
In personam, 57
In re Denture Cream Products Liability Litigation, 93–94
In rem jurisdiction, 57
Inadmissible evidence, 73–74
Inadvertent disclosure, 91, 93–94
Inappropriate financial presentation, 409–410
Incentive stock options (ISOs), 367, 376
Incidental damages, 69
Income
  concealment of, 382–386
determination of alimony and support, 379–382
fraudulent covering up of poor performance, 411
identification of, 368–369
normalization of, 373
valuation and quantification of, 369–378
Income approach to business valuation, 470–485, 504
application of, 505–514
for assets, 490
build-up model, 479–482
capital asset pricing model (CAPM), 477–482
components, 472–484
  amounts of future cash flows, 472, 475–476, 484, 515, 516
interest rate, 473–475
timing of cash flows, 473
constant growth model, 505–507, 517
cost of capital, 476–484, 513–514
defined, 470
discounted cash flow (DCF) model, 469, 470–471, 505–509
diversification benefits, 477–478
equity risk premium (ERP), 479–482, 514
firm-specific risk, 482
firm valuation, 508–509
fractional interests in firms, 510–513
future cash flow amounts, 472, 475–476, 484, 515, 516
interest rate, 473–475, 476
market approach vs., 486
modified CAPM, 479
principles, 471–472
risk-free rate, 479, 513–514
size premium, 478
summary, 484–485, 517
timing of cash flows, 473
total cost of capital, 482–484
unique risk, 478, 482
Income method in lost profits damages, 441–444
Income statement, 409
Independence, 5, 34–37, 41, 181, 190, 535
Independent interest approach to QDRO, 375
Indictment, 72, 188
Indispensable parties, 60
Individual frauds
  defined, 255
e-mail phishing, 255
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organized crime, 271–273, 323
Ponzi schemes, 295, 324, 406
securities fraud, 255, 538–540
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employer fringe benefits, 457
extra out-of-pocket costs, 457–458
lost wages, 456–457
taxes in personal litigation, 458–459
time value of money in, 458
Individual Retirement Account (IRA), 375–376
Industry, effect on value, 505, 519
Infor Approva Continuous Monitoring, 222
Informal value transfer systems (IVTS), 270
Informants, law enforcement privilege for, 96
Information security assurance (ISA), 218
Information security management systems (ISMS), 217
Information systems auditing, 326
Information Systems Auditing and Control Association (ISACA), 12, 217, 326, 335
Information technology skills, 8
Informational questions, for fraud suspect, 235
Infringement, intellectual property claims of, 455–456
Initial case assessment, 191
Initial disclosure, 119–120
Injunctions, 437n1
Injured party's expected return on investing the damage award, 449–450
Injury by breach of contract, 69
Innocent spouse rules, 379, 383–384
Input manipulation, vector of attack in electronic systems, 262–263
Inside directors, 422
Insiders, identity theft, 266, 267
Inspectors general, fraud detection by, 221
Institute for the Advancement of the American Legal System, 121
Insurance
  fraud investigation to support claim, 227
  in matrimonial forensics, 369, 380–381
Insurance fraud, 265
Intangible assets, 468, 489, 491, 516
Integrated Automated Fingerprint System (IAFIS), 343
Integrated test facility (ITF) approach, 335
Integration techniques, in money laundering, 269, 270
Integrity and objectivity, 27, 40, 358, 360
Intellectual property damages, 455–456
Interest rates
  in income approach to valuation, 473–475, 476
  on safe investments, 458
Internal auditor, 220, 423
Internal control over financial reporting
  FCPA requirements, 543
  SOX requirements, 536
Internal control weaknesses, discovery and repair, 228
Internal frauds. See Occupational frauds
Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
  case files, 298–299
Internal Revenue Code (IRC)
  Forms. See IRC Form
  Sections. See IRC section
Revenue Bulletins. See IRS Revenue Bulletin
Revenue Ruling. See IRS Revenue Ruling
International Accounting Standards Board, 20
International Association of Computer Investigative Specialists (IACIS), 319
International Electrotechnical Commission. See ISO/IEC
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  Part A, Framework, 41
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  Part C, Professional Accountants in Business, 41
International Financial Reporting Standards, 397
International Islamic Front for Jihad Against the Jews and Crusaders, 273
International Organization for Standardization. See ISO/IEC
International transportation of monies, 561
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), 165
Internet dispute resolution. See Online dispute resolution
Internet False Identification Prevention Act, 265
Internet protocol (IP), 337–339
Internet service provider (ISP), 337
Internet services, in matrimonial forensics, 369
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theft of, 262
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bankruptcy and related frauds, 302–303
concealed asset discovery, 385–386
digital forensics, 315, 325, 340–343, 416, 417
financial statement fraud discovery, 409, 414, 415–421
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Investor fraud schemes, 295–296, 312, 324, 406
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IRC Section 66, 384
IRC Section 71, 380, 381
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IRC Section 301, 367
IRC Section 401, 373, 376
IRC Section 414, 375
IRC Section 483, 366
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Judgment as a matter of law (JMOL), 66, 67
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Jury verdicts, 66
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Kovel privilege, 90–92, 94–95
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Lapping, accounts receivables fraud, 258–259, 406
Larceny, 413, 533
Law and legal issues. See also Fraud-related laws; specific Acts by title accounting vs. legal fair value, 518–519
bankruptcy and related fraud investigations, 302–303
business valuation, 518–519, 520
collaborative law, 359
digital forensics, 315–317
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evidence and, 85, 88, 198
fraud investigations, 225
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jurisdictional exception, 521
legal principles related to lost profits damages, 454–455
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Law of evidence, 85
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Property distributions as alimony, 381
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Protected files, digital forensics, 343
Protective order, 131, 134
Proximate cause standard, lost profits damages, 438, 454
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Psychiatrist-patient privilege, 95
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Racketeering, 272, 535
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Range estimates, in expert opinion, 151
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Re-dating accounts receivable, 405
Real estate fraud, 265
Real party in interest, 64
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Reasonable certainty evidentiary standard, 438, 454
Reasonable expectation of privacy, 94, 315, 316
Reasonable fee, for trustee of estate, 301
Reasonable royalties, damages based on, 456
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Recorded recollections, 100
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prevention of predatory discovery, 133–134
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retention of, 32
Red flags
bleed-out schemes, 294
bust-out schemes, 293
debtor-creditor collusive schemes, 296
financial statements fraud, 414–416
as fraud indicators, 221, 237
health care fraud schemes, 296
identity theft, 266
investor fraud schemes, 295
straw buyer and fictitious bidder schemes, 297
Redundant array of independent disks (RAID) devices, 343
Referral agreement safe harbor, 551
Referral services safe harbor, 551
Refusal to answer interrogatories, 123
Regional computer forensic laboratories, 321
Regional Computer Forensic Laboratory's Computer Analysis Response Team (RCFLs CART), 321
Regulatory bodies, 42
Rehabilitation costs, individual litigation, 457–458
Rehabilitative alimony, 379
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Related-party transactions, 410
Relative value model, 469, 470, 504
Relevance of evidence, 87–88, 118
Reliable principles and methods standard for expert witness, 148–149
Religious organization schemes, 296
Reload options, valuation in divorce proceeding, 377
Remedies, 68–70, 437n1
Rent-a-judge approach to dispute resolution, 164–165
Rental agreement safe harbor, 551
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Reporting
Bank Secrecy Act requirements, 552–553
business valuation, 504, 521, 522–523
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computer forensic investigations, 325, 343
expert reports, 120, 153–154, 185
fair value, 518
fraud investigation, 225
internal control over financial reporting, 536, 543
payments to officials, 540
for valuation engagement, 43, 522–523
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Representative admissions, 99
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for admission, 132–133, 185
for electronically stored information, 129–131
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for physical or mental examinations, 131–132
prevention of abuse, 133–134
for production of documents, 129–131, 185
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for technical or statistical data in interrogatories, 124
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Res judicata, 70
Rescission, 437n1
Residual risks of fraud, 217
Restitution, 228, 437n1
Restraining orders, 362
Restructuring, post-bankruptcy, 286
Retailer bust-outs, 294
Retention of records, 32
Retirement assets, valuation in divorce proceeding, 373–376
Retrospective valuation, 520
Return of service, 62
Returns fraud, 264
Revenue
improper recognition of, 399–405
bill-and-hold sales, 404–405
consignment sales, 404
on financial statements, 255
improper cut-off of sales, 401
percentage-of-completion contracts, 402
premature revenue recognition, 400
recognition of conditional sales, 401–402
revenue to be reported over time, 402
sham sales, 399–400
unauthorized shipments, 403–404
measuring lost revenue, 448–450
Revenue cycle frauds, 257–259
Reverse proof, fraud investigation, 226–227
Reviews
of financial statements, 5
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Revocable living trust, 300
RICO. See Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act
Rights of the defendant. See Constitutional rights
Risk-adjusted discount rates, 449
Risk analysis, fraud risk management, 8, 223
Risk assessment, fraud investigation, 216–217, 218
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capital asset pricing model, 477–478
for financial statement fraud, 414–415
Risk-free asset, 477, 479
Risk-free interest rate, 479, 482, 513–514
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Rodriguez, Alex, sports doping case, 323
Roth IRAs, 375
Round-tripping, improper revenue recognition, 399
Routers and switches, 337
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Rules of civil procedure. See Civil procedure
Rulings and orders, civil trials, 184
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improper cut-off of, 401
percentage-of-completion contracts, 402
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premature recognition of revenue from, 400
recognition of conditional sales, 401–402
sham sales, 399–400
side agreements for sales, 401
trial period for a sale, 401–402
Sales-skimming schemes, 257–258, 293, 409
SAR. See Suspicious Activity Report
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (2002)
adoption of obstruction of justice crimes, 566, 567
effect on forensic accounting, 6
fraud detection controls, 219
registration requirement, 34
Section 201, 535
Section 404, 218, 536
Section 802, 287
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Search warrants
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Side agreements for sales, 401
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Smuggling, 257–258, 293, 409
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Social network analysis, fraud detection, 223, 322–323
Social Security benefits, in divorce cases, 380–381
Solid state storage devices (SSDs), 332–333
Special master role in mediation, 359
Specific performance, 437n1
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Speedy trial, 75
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Spousal privilege. See Marital privilege
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